NAZI WAR CRIMES DISCLOSURE
2000
CIA SPECIAL COLLECTIONS
RELEASE AS SANITIZED
2000

1. HQS already sent congratulations through [ ]
   IN ORDER ELICIT WHERE AND HOW DETAILS OF CAPTURE.
   STATED ALTHOUGH PREVIOUSLY WORKED ON CASE WHICH MAJOR PROJECT
   FOR YEARS WITH FEW [ ] AGENTS PARTICIPATING,
   HE IGNORANT DETAILS BUT WOULD REQUEST FOR OWN SATISFACTION.
   SINCE NEGATIVE REACTION DIPLOMATS AND SOME AMERICAN NEWSPAPERS
   AND JEWS QUESTIONING LEGALITY, [ ] MAY REFUSE DIVULGE
   DETAILS. HOWEVER, HQS MOST ANXIOUS TO GET DETAILS.

2. RECENT ACCOUNTS NEW YORK TIMES 2 JUNE AND TIME MAGAZINE
   6 JUNE RELATING DETAILS AND NAMES COMMANDO UNIT DISPATCHED
   BUENOS AIRES GIVE IMPRESSION RELIABILITY. [ ] SHOULD USE
   ACCOUNTS AS SUBTLE WEDGE ELICIT DESIRED INFO. MUST APPEAR AS
PERSONAL INTEREST: SUCCESS RATHER THAN HQS REQUEST.
IF: CAUGHT APPROPRIATE EMOTIONAL MOOD HE MAY REVEAL
ALL OR AT LEAST CONFIRM OR DENY BUENOS AIRES STORY.

3. IN MOMENT GLORY: HELD PRESS
CONFERENCE AND GIVE OUTLINE THEIR ORGANIZATIONS. HQS WANTS
ALL LOCAL NEWSPAPER ACCOUNTS ANY LANGUAGE.
SHOULD PURSUE SUBJECT ASKING FURTHER DETAILS AS WELL AS ROUTE
INTELLIGENCE REPORT TAKES FROM FIELD AGENT, CASE OFFICER, HQS
DIVISION, BRANCH, ETC AND WHAT FINALLY RESTS. HOW DOES
RESEARCH DIVISION FOREIGN OFFICE TIE IN WITH
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